
DATE OF BIRTH – 05th OCT-18 

ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2023-24(Second Term) 

ANNUAL ATTENDANCE 333 Days Out of 366 Days 

Aryan is a quiet six-year-old boy who is 
usually regular in attendance, though he 
may miss school for village functions. 
When arriving early, he enjoys playing in 
the sandpit with his friends, particularly 
favouring the colour red. He maintains a 
positive attitude towards his teachers and 
willingly eats all vegetables. 

During Circle Time, Aryan sits attentively 
with closed eyes, participating in chanting 
mantras with enthusiasm. While 
occasionally hesitating, he tries to recite 
along with his peers and has become 
proficient in many chants. He enjoys 
singing songs in both Hindi and English, 
often adding actions for fun.   



 

In project class, Aryan demonstrates 
concentration and attentiveness, listening 
carefully to his teacher. He successfully 
completed the animal topic, visiting the 
village to observe pet animals and creating 
neat drawings afterwards. While additional 
audio-visual aids could enhance his 
understanding, he engages well with the 
material. 

Aryan has mastered counting 
up to 50 independently and 
actively participates in maths 
activities, showing enthusiasm 
and concentration. He enjoys 
addition and subtraction 
exercises with objects and is 
progressing towards counting 
to 100. He demonstrates 
helpfulness by assisting others 
and readily identifies numbers 
when asked. 

During language classes, Aryan enjoys 
listening to stories and can understand 
both Hindi and English. He 
occasionally repeats after the teacher 
and sometimes creates his own 
stories. He is learning English words, 
including his name, and has 
memorized songs in both languages, 
delighting in accompanying them with 
actions. 



 

In games, Aryan exhibits great enthusiasm 
and is always eager to try out new activities. 
Prior to engaging in games, he ensures to 
warm up his body, reducing the risk of 
injuries during playtime. He particularly 
enjoys running games like chain game, ice 
and water, apple-apple banana, and mouse 
and rat, among others. His favourite game 

is hide and seek, where he 
delights in concealing himself 
among the trees. Aryan 
demonstrates positive 
behaviour towards his peers 
and enjoys playing in the 
sandpit, where he happily 
jumps and plays in the sand, as 
well as on the slide. 

On 25th December, Aryan sang the song "I 
Am a Little Star" with his friends, delivering 
a wonderful performance and expressing 
excitement at the sight of Santa Claus. On 
26th January, he watched the parade on 
TV in celebration of Republic Day. For 
Basant Panchami on 14th February, he 
sang the song "Namo Sharda" and 
thoroughly enjoyed the festivities, including 
partaking in Prasad. On 21st February, he 
participated in a play titled "Mata Ka Rishta" 
where he served as the narrator, delivering 
his lines effectively and doing his best in the 
role. Finally, on 25th March, he celebrated 



Holi by playing with colours and relishing the sweets associated with the 
festival.   


